Database systems are increasingly being used to manage semistructured data, which may not have a fixed structure or set of relationships between data items. Indexes which use tree structures to manage semistructured data become unbalanced and difficult to parallelize due to the complex nature of the data. We propose a mechanism by which an unbalanced vet4ical tree is managed in a balanced way by additional layers of horizontal index. Then, the vertical tree can be partitioned among parallel computing nodes in a balanced fashion. We discuss how to construct, search and update such a horizontal structure using the example of a Patricia trio index. We also present simulation results that demonstrate the speedup offered by such parallelism, for example, with three-way parallelism, our techniques can provide almost a factor of three speedup.
INTRODUCTION
Data is rarely flat. Instead, a database can contain many relationships between individual data elements, and these relationships cam be as important as the data itself. Increasingly, organizations must deal with data that is seraistructured: neither the structure of data elements nor the set of relationships between them is fixed in advance. Thus, a database must allow users to efficiently access data despite irregularities in the structure. One solution is to represent relationships between data items in a hierarchical manner, using a tree structure. This tree can allow users to find objects, as well as objects related to them. Instead of having to join together separate datasets, we can conduct a top down traverseS of the tree. Subordinate objects are stored in a subtree, such that all the leaves of the subtree represent all of the related, subordinate items.
We could partition portions of such a relationship tree between parallel computing nodes so that the index is distributed and can answer many queries simultaneously. For *Work done while authors were at BAghtOrder Inc.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, m post on serve~ or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. In this configuration, a user can submit a query to any node i. The i node will traverse the copy of the upper layers (~) of the index that it holds locally until it reaches the lower layers (~ffl, ~2...~Jn). Then, i will forward the query to node j that holds the lower layer partition (flj) necessary to answer the query. If i = j, then no forwarding will be necessary and i will answer the query directly. This approach is called the forwarding strategy. Alternatively, we can submit the query simultaneously to all nodes (1, 2...n). Each node will traverse a to determine if it locally holds the correct flj. If so, that node will answer the query. If not, that node will simply discard the query. This approach is called the ptzraltel issue strategy.
Once we have achieved an even partitioning of the tree, we can use traditional techniques to manage parallelism. For example, we can utilize replication and voting schemes to ensure consistency a~ter updates, and provide failover and availability (e.g. [3, 11, 7] ). The benefits of partitioning go beyond the speedup offered by parallelizing computation. In addition, the partitioning allows us to construct large indexes while keeping the resmzrce requirements for any one computing node small; for example, we can build a terabytesized index f~om a collection of commodity parts such as 50 gigabyte disks distributed among 20 off-the-shelf computers.
Unfortunately, with semistructured data the relationship tree structure can become unbalanced. Data elements with max W complex relationships cause portions of the tree to become deep and branchy, while elements with simpler relationships reside in shallower, more linear portions of the tree. This makes it difficult to partition the tree evenly among parallel computing nodes to support parallel execution of queries. As a result, nodes assigned to complex portions of the tree become heavily loaded, while nodes with simpler subtress axe lightly loaded and underutilized.
Balancing an unbalanced index
To achieve parallelism, we require an algorithm to introduce properties of balance into an unbalanced data set. We have created an indexing mechanism, the Index Fabric structure, that deals with the problem of balancing an uneven structure to allow for partitioning among parallel nodes.
The Index Fabric structure is an instance of a layered index: the tree is divided into equally sized blocks, and then extra levels of index axe used to address these blocks. These extra levels axe horizontal levela in contrast with the ~er-tical structure of the normal relationship tree, as shown in Figure 2 . Searches proceed along the horizontal structure to a localized portion of the vertical tree. The leftmost levels (e.g. level 1, 2 ...) act as indexes over the blocks in level 0, and even if the number of level O blocks is large the leftmost levels will be relatively small. Thus, we can replicate the leftmost levels to every computing node while partitioning the rightmost level, much as we did with the ~ and 1~ in Figure 1 . A query can be submitted to any node, which navigates the leftmost levels to find the correct level 0 paxtition, and then forwards the query to be answered by a single node in the parallel network. Similaxly, queries can be issued to every node, and the node with the correct flj will answer the query.
The challenge in constructing such an index is to build a balanced horizontal structuxe, and this is the issue we confront in this paper. As a concrete example, we will discuss how to partition a Patricia trio [13] , a compact but potentially unbalanced tree structure for indexing string data. The Patricia trio allows us to represent relationships between data items by concatenating strings. For example, to indicate that item] is related to itevrt2, we insert the key itemliterrt2 into the trie. The result is that all items item2, items...item~ related to item1 form a subtrie within the Patricia trie. More details of this representation can be found elsewhere, in [5] . This relationship structure is a natural fit for semistructured data, which often contains complex relationships between data items. Querying paths in semistructured data, such as XML, requires traversal of this relationship structure, and this traversal is supported by our index.
Contributions and overview
We have implemented the Index Fabric, and have used it to answer queries over semistructured data, paxticulaxly XML. The encoding and query processing strategies axe discussed elsewhere [9] . Here, we focus on the balancing, paxtitioning and paxallelization of the index, and present experimental results that examine the speedup offered by our techniques.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
• We present a balancing strategy for an unbalanced index over semistructured data.
• We examine a partitioning strategy whereby some levels of the balanced tree axe replicated to all parallel nodes, and some axe partitioned among nodes.
• We present simulation results that illustrate the speedup available under different paxallelization strategies. For example, our techniques can provide a factor of three speedup for a three-way parallel system. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe "now an essentially unbalanced structure (such as a Patricia trie) can be balanced using a layered index. Then, in Section 3 we examine searching this layered index structure. Section 4 discusses updating the index, and in Section 5 we examine simulation results. In Section 6 we examine related work and Section ? summarizes our conclusions.
BALANCING AND PARTITIONING TRIES
USING LAYERED INDEXES Tries axe data structures for storing string data. A vertex in the tree corresponds to a position in a stored string, and edges emanating from the vertex axe assigned to the possible chaxacters in that position in the string. Tries axe searched by comparing the appropriate character in the search key with the outgoing edges at each vertex, and following the proper edge to the next vertex until a leaf containing a pointer to a data record axe found. Patricia tries axe a compressed form of tries, and contain only the vertices that have two or more children. In this way, differences between inserted keys axe represented instead of the whole keys. An example is shown in Figure 3 (b), which is a Patricia version of the full trie in Figure 3 For example, if we axe searching for the string key, when we reach the vertex labeled "2," the chaxacter at key [2] should be compared to the outgoing edges. A Patricia achieves compression at the cost of no longer storing the complete keys.
We can divide a Patricia trie into roughly equally sized subtries, and store each subtrie in its own block. For example, we can take the index in Figure 4 prefix that is empty, while the lower block has a common prefix that is "ca". For •he rest of this paper, we will refer to the leftmost horizontal layers (e.g. layers 1, 2 ...) as "upper levels" and the rightmost layer (e.g. the basic partitioned index structure in level 0) as the 'qower level." An upper level index refers to the lower level in two different ways. The first way is called a Iar link, and is shown Figure 4 (b) a~ a regular arrow -. This link is the same as an edge between a parent and a child in a normal trie, except tha~. the parent is in level i + 1 and the child is in level i. Thus, a far link has a label; in the figuxe, the label is "c'. In contrast, the other type of link, called a direct link, has no label. This kind of link is represented as a dashed arrow .... in Figure 4 (b). Direct links connect vertices that represent the same key prefix but axe in different levels. In the figure, the prefix represented by both vertices labeled "0" is the empty prefix (although any prefix can be represented.) Direct and fax links are necessaxy for searching the layered index trie s~.ructuxe as described below. We can refer to "normal" edges between a parent and a child within the same block, as near links. Edges that cross block boundaries within the same level are called split links.
Tries can have more than two levels. In fact, this structure can be generalized to as many levels as needed. Each level i contains a complete ~.rie divided into blocks. Level i is indexed by level i + 1 such that the trie in level i + 1 indexes the common prefixes of level i. In Figures 4 we illustrate increasing levels i, i + 1...~t from right to left. The leftmost or "highest" level contains the root of the horizontal index, and has only one block. This root block contains a complete Patricia trie and therefore may con~.~in several trie vertices in order to index several blocks at the next level.
In practice, the number of horizontal levels in the tree remains small, even as the number of indexed keys becomes very large. The Patricia requires very little space per indexed key, leaving a great des/of room in a block for pointers. Consequently, the horizontal tree has a very high branching factor and a correspondingly low height. For illustration, we can ma~e simple assumptions about the sizes of blocks and pointers (e.g. 8 Kb blocks and 32 bit pointers) and store 1,000 pointers per block. The root block (level n) can then index 1,000 blocks at level n-1, and each n-1 block can index 1,000 blocks at level n --2, and so on. Thus, a three level tree can index a billion items. The uppermost levels (level n ~ 0) axe very small compared to the leaf blocks (level 0). In fact, the upper two levels of a three level tree occupy less than 10 Mb of space, and can easily be stored in main memory. As a result, the upper levels can be replicated at all computing nodes, and only the blocks in the lower layers must be partitioned among nodes.
The number of blocks in the lowest layer of the index is determined by the size of the trie and the assigned block size. We could make blocks large, so that each computing node is assigned a single block. Another possibility is to make blocks small, and assign multiple blocks to each node. This latter approar.h has the benefit that adding or removing computing nodes to the parallel network requires transferring a few small blocks as opposed to repartitioning the entire index with a different block size. The search procedure for the layered index index closely parallels the search process for a simple trie. Figure 5 shows procedure SEARCH, which returns the disk address of the data matching the search key, or NULL if no such data exists. When a query is issued, the starting block argument B is set to the root block of the layered index trie (e-g., the block in the leftmost horizontal level). Basically, the search starts at the top level and proceeds both vertically (within the same level) and horizontally (between levels). A search at level i proceeds until it is appropriate to follow a far or direct link to the next level (level i -1). Then the search resumes at the trie in level i-1. For all levels except the leaf level (i = 0), procedure SEARCH calls procedure SEARCH_BLOCK ( Figure 6 ) to search within a particular block. The result of SEARCH.BLOCK is either a pointer to another block, a pointer to data, or NULL.
SEARCHING A LAYERED INDEX
We can illustrate the search algorithm using Figure 4 (b). Imagine that we are searching for the key "cat." Procedure SEARCH begins by finding the root block, which is the block in level 1, and searching this block with procedure' SEARCH_BLOCK. The root vertex in the block is examined, and has a depth of "0. ~ Thus, key[0], or "c," is compared to the outgoing edges. The far link from the root vertex has the label "c", and the search then proceeds to the block pointed to by the far link. This block is the level 0 block in Figure 4 (b) containing a trie rooted at a vertex of depth "2." Procedure SEARCH therefore invokes SEARCH_BLOCK again. This procedure begins by examining key [2] , or '%," and follows the near link labeled "t." This takes the search to its goal, the vertex which points directly to the data with key "cat."
The effect is that the search starts in the high horizontal levels, and then proceeds directly to a localized portion of the vertical trie (in level 0) that contains the desired data. Every search accesses the same number of levels; moreover, it is only necessary to enter a single block per level. As a result, any node containing a replicate of the upper levels can perform the first portion of the search. However, once it becomes appropriate to enter the lowest layer, the query must be answered by the specific computing node assigned to that block. This computing node can answer the query completely, since a single block is needed in level 0. (See Section 3.1.)
Note that because of the compression achieved by the Patricia trie, procedure SEARCH may return data for a key that does not actually exist in the index. For example, in the index in Figure 4 , the key "cut = does not exist. However, if "cut" is specified as a search key to procedure SEARCH, then the return value will be the address of the data with key "cat." This is an unavoidable consequence of the fact that Patricia does not store full keys. Therefore, the found data should be checked to verify that the search key matches the data key; this is done at the bottom of procedure SEARCH. There are other complications introduced by the compression that we do not address here due to space limitations, see [5].
Searching a parallel layered index
There are two strategies for searching a layered index in parallel. In the formarding strategy/, procedure SEARCH is executed at any compute node holding a cached copy of the upper levels of the layered index trie. Queries can be issued to nodes in any reasonable way, e.g. randomly or in round-robin order. The node i receiving the query traverses as much of the layered trie as it can until it reaches the partitioned lower layers. The i node checks to see if the required block is available locally. If so, the i node answers the query. If not, the query is forwarded to the compute node j that does have the block. The j node executes procedure SEARCH, but starts at the appropriate lower layer block instead of the root. The j node can then answer the query.
In the parallel issue strategy, queries are issued to all nodes simultaneously. All nodes traverse the upper layers of the layered trie until they reach block BL in the leaf layer. One node has been assigned the partition containing BL; this node continues the traversal in BL until it answers the query. All other nodes simply discard the query.
INSERTING DATA
Keys are inserted into the layered index trie using a three step process. First, a search is performed to locate the level 0 block that must be updated. Next, the key is inserted in this block using the normal Patricia insertion algorithm. This may involve creating one or more vertices in an ex-
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. ... ................ "-. .....,-" "-...,,. .-"" c 1" "' -. isting block. Third, if after creating new vertices there axe now too many vertices to fit in the block, the block must be split. Most insertions will not require a split and can be wholly handled by the computing node assigned to the affected block. It is only when a split occurs axe the upper levels affected and all nodes must be notified. Every block in the index contains a connected subtrie. The splitting operation must preserve this property. Therefore, in order to split we must select a split edge, such that splitting the block's subtrie on this edge produces two connected subtries. One subtrie remains in the existing block, while the new subtrie must be placed in a newly created block. Both subtries resulting from the split should be of approximately equal size to maintain good space utilization of the disk blocks. It is often impossible to select a split edge that produces two subtries of exactly equal size. In this case, a split should be selected which is closest to this ideal. Figure 7 illustrates the splitting process. Figure 7(a) shows a trie, with the split edge marked. After the split, this trie occupies two blocks, as shown in Figure 7(b) .
After the split is completed, a pointer to the new block must be added to the level 1 trie. We take the split ver~e~, which is the parent vertex on the split edge, and copy it to the level 1 trie. This vertex retains its depth. The copy of the split vertex in level 1 is given a far pointer, with the same label as the split edge, pointing to the new block. The copy of the split vertex is also given a direct (unlabeled) pointer referring to the old block. The result is shown in Figure 7 (b), where the shaded vertex, labeled "0," has been copied to level i. Finally, the newly copied split vertex must be connected to any existing vertices in the level 1 block to preserve the property that each block has a connected subtrie. This may involve converting a fax link to a near link and copying additional nodes from level 0 to level 1. The complete process is described in [5] . If copying the vertices to level 1 causes a level 1 block to overflow, that block must be split as well. This is done in the same way as the split at level 0, and this process can contine at higher levels in the index. Eventually, it may be necessary to split the block at the root level (level n). If so, then a new level (level zt ÷ 1) is created. This is how the layered index grows horizontally.
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We have examined the performance of our partitioned index by running simulation experiments. We took a block trace from an implemented, single-node version of the Index Fabric, and fed the trace to a simulated pxrallelized vetsion of the index. In this way, we can examine the effect of partitioning and parallelization on a re~l workload.
Experimental setup
The Index Fabric was used to index XML documents from the DBLP, the popular computer science bibliography [1] . Each XML document corresponds to a single publication. The database contained over 180,000 documents, totaling 72 Mb of data, grouped into eight classes (journal article, book, etc.) The documents were stored in a popular commercial relational database system, and the Index Fabric was used instead of the database system's native query processor. We ran a series of i0,000 queries over this database; each query required one index key lookup. The details of the indexing strategy, as well as performance numbers in the non-paxallel case, cmn be found in (9] , Here, it is sufficient to note that the Index Fabric provided up to an order of magnitude speedup versus the database system's native query processor.
From these experiments, we collected a block trace which indicated the order of index block requests, and whether those blocks corresponded to leftmost levels (e.g. (z in Figure 2) or the rightmost level (e.g. fi in the same figure) . This block trace was fed to a simulator. The simulator constructed a scenario where the index was partitioned among multiple nodes, and reported results about the number of queries that could be answered by each node that was issued a query. The partitioning was performed by randomly assigning blocks to nodes. In this way, we could compaxe the benefit of the forwarding (with queries issued in roundrobin fashion) and parallel isaue p~allelization strategies (see Section 1). We compared against the base case of no paxR.llelization .(e.g., one node).
We assumed the following parameters in our simulation:
• The time to process the ~ layer (in memory) for a query is 1 unit.
• The network cost to forward a query to another node is 4 units.
• The time to read a /9 block from disk to answer the query was 10 units.
• If the fl block was in cache, then it could be processed in memory without a disk read, and thus the cost was 1 unit.
These costs reflect standard assumptions about latencies, e.g. network latencies axe about 4 times memory latency, and disks are about an order of magnitude slower than memory. 
Results
The first experiment we ran examined the impact due to paxtitioning the index among parallel nodes. In this experiment, cache sizes were set to zero to eliminate cache effects. We compared the forwarding and parallel issue strategies against the base case of no parallelism. In the forwarding strategy, a node must be chosen to receive each query; we issued queries to nodes in round-robin fashion. The results axe shown in Figure 8 for the case of 3 nodes. This figure illustrates two metrics. Speedup is the ratio of the time to answer queries for the parallel index versus the time for the non-paxallel index. Effort is the ratio of the total units of work done by the parallel index to the total units of work done by the non-parallel index. Speedup thus represents the increase in the throughput due to parallelism, while effort reflects cycles "wasted." In the forwarding strategy, cycles are wasted by the forwarding of queries, and in the parallel issue strategy, cycles axe wasted by nodes that axe issued a query but discard it because they do not hold the correct ]3j. An effort value of 1 indicates the parallel index did as much work as the non-paxal]el index, while any value over 1 indicates the proportion of wasted work. Figure 8 illustrates that both strategies offer more than 2x speedup. However, it is clear that the parallel issue strategy offers the best throughput. The effort "wasted" by a node that examines a query b u t does not a~swer it is les.~ than the effort "wasted" by forwarding queries. This makes sense, given that the cost of a forward is 4 units, but the cost for two nodes to examine their local ~ copy is only two units.
Next, we examined the speedup and effort as the number of parallel nodes changed. Figure 9 shows the results, with the number of nodes along the horizontal axis. This figure shows the speedup and effort for both the forwarding and parallel issue strategy. As the number of nodes increases, the speedup under the forwarding strategy increases linearly, while the speedup under the parallel issue strategy increases less quickly. In fact, when there are four nodes, both strategies axe equally fast, but beyond four nodes, the forwarding strategy is best. Recall t h a t in our cost model, the cost to forward a query is 4 units, while the cost to process an a layer in m e m o r y is 1 unit. Under forwaxding, the only "wasted effort" is work done to forward a query, while under parallel issue, the wasted effort is done when nodes F i g u r e 9: P e r f o r m a n c e for p a r a l l e l i n d e x w i t h n o c a c h e v e r s u s n u m b e r o f p a r a l l e l n o d e s .
F i g u r e 10: P e r f o r m a n c e for p a r a l l e l i n d e x w i t h caching~ 3 n o d e s . process the ~ layer but then discard the query. Thus, at four nodes, both strategies axe doing roughly equal amounts of "wasted" work, while at more t h a n four nodes, forwarding does less wasted work than parallel issue. The result is better use of computing resources under the forwarding strategy, and thus more speedup versus parallel issue, when there axe more t h a n four nodes. This result depends on the ratio /[ of the cost to forward a query versus the cost to process an ~ layer. However, the general result remains the same: forwarding provides more speedup when there axe at least R nodes.
Another benefit of parallelism is the ability to construct systems t h a t have a large amount of resources from smaller, cheaper components. In this context we can construct a system that has a large amount of aggregate cache from components t h a t themselves have a small cache. To examine this effect, we ran azlother experiment, where we assumed t h a t an individual node could devote enough m e m o r y to cache one percent of the total index size. The results for three nodes are shown in Figure 10 . This figure demonstrates that the ability to build a larger aggregate cache from multiple individual small caches improves performance significantly. Both strategies have at least 2.5 x speedup; in fact, the paxallel issue strategy approaches 3x speedup, the theoretical m a x i m u m for three-way parallelism. (The actual speedup is
